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Reader Laura sent a dozen questions in third person, changed to second person subject pronouns;
(i.e. "he" vs. "you") because I'm only a transceiver. My apologies Laura, if you disliked this.
In the meantime, another reader sent another half dozen, which follow .
1.
What do you look like?
M:
I can appear as anything you prefer, however I choose the same look for appearances
before a human. I rarely do it, however the depictions of me are reasonably accurate, as accurate
as would be any drawing of a human compared to the seeing that person in the physical. This is
because of telepathy or channeling; the humans seeing me in their mind are correctly receiving
the image.
2.
M:

Do you have wings?
No. This is a human idea because of what humans perceive as an angel's ability to fly.

3.
What is your job?
M:
Assist humanity. This can and is done in many different ways, as the circumstances
suggest. I most often help by offering a perspective to other Guardian Angels, who ask me for an
opinion. Humans would say consult and humans will also say I have authority to make decisions.
This is not accurate although it can seem this way. I am often asked for a decision but no
requirement exists which forces compliance. Humans enjoy this view, practice and perception.
The illusion of power and force used to impose will. True power is voluntary acceptance.
4.
How did you become the leader of the Angels?
M:
I was elected, although I am reluctant to say leader of angels. Key resource is a much
better description.
5.
Do you show yourself to humans?
M:
Rarely and I never discuss this. I allow the humans to do the discussing. The challenge is,
undermining the role of any one person's Guardian Angels. If I appear, what is or becomes their
role? I was not asked or chosen to be a Guardian Angel, and I have no authority to intervene in
this sacred relationship.
6.
Do you get along with Lucifer?
M:
Yes however this does not say much, I get along with everyone. If there is the chance for
conflict and less than ideal interactions, they are avoided. This is one aspect of human existence
which makes incarnation so attractive and valuable. I do not run this risk with Lucifer, who is not
the evil entity humans have painted "him" to be.
7.
M:

How do you respond if someone prays to you?
I answer.

8.
M:

How do we know it's you?
Trust yourself, to then trust me.

9.
M:

How long have you existed?
Forever, the same length of "time" as all of you reading these words.

10.
What are your powers?
M:
Those given to me by the angels and humans who wish me to have them, for a specific
circumstance.
11.
What do you think about what the Bible says about you?
M:
I like being mentioned in human books, no matter what is written. What interests me far
more is, the human reactions to those words and their meaning. This is quite varied.
12.
What do you think of the world today?
M:
It is as wonderful a place as it has always been. Humans do not see the good things nearly
as well as the imperfections, mostly with your- and themselves. This lopsided emphasis is very
instructive, and gives for many interesting life reviews.

Now a half dozen more:
Q1: Would an AA have a baby with a human 3D woman, and if so, would this then not be like
any other incarnation (so nothing particular about the conception some believe like Mary and
Jesus having an immaculate conception)?
M:
No. I would and cannot impregnate a female human woman.
Q1a: Is it possible when a channler or medium is channeling you and claim they will have your
baby that it is possible in another reality or dimension?
M:
No.
Q2:
Are some [of] the issues related to some of the misunderstandings of AAM channelings
in large part due to ego or filters (or a combination of both)?
M:
Human egos, filters, hopes, emotions and desires. All of these, yes.
Q3: Is AAM really asking women to join other AA's to have their babies as their wives as
claimed by one medium?
M:
No.
Q4: What is the lesson you would like us to know if indeed you are not having a baby with a
human wife as some are claiming?
M:
There is not a lesson in this.
Q4a: Why are so many women believing they are a AA wife about to have a baby and need to
ascend quickly?
M:
The human urge of motherhood combined with the attraction to the ideal male
personality for a mate and father.
Q5: AAM, how you would explain the concept of accession and what it means to ascend?
M:
In your human words, accession means something different, much different from
ascension and the verb, to ascend. You meant ascension when you typed accession, although
they are related. Access or entry and rise or lift.
Ascension is a rise in awareness, a return to the knowledge and existence of your soul and your
true self, not only the part of which you are aware as a physical, incarnated being upon Earth.
Q6: When we are in a particular dimension or point in time, is this a result of our frequency
and vibration and this changes as we move closer and closer to source? Then in theory are we

ascending to new frequencies and not physically transforming into something as some people
claim?
M:
A dimension is a far different thing from a point in time. You are asking about
dimensions and human perceptions of them.
As a human you are not present in the fourth or fifth dimensions. There are three in general, you
occupy the first, other physical beings occupy the second and non-physical occupy the third.
Because humans see three parameters inside the first, and these exist for the second and third
also - it is correct to say there are nine. Three times three. For ease of comparison, it is often said
five; the 3 subdimensions or parameters of the first, plus the second plus the third.
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Clear as mud?
Your soul's vibration level or vibrating frequency - or resonance - indeed changes as you move
from dimension to dimension.
Time is simply the measurement and cycle numbering, of starlight angle change upon a planet's
surface. It is not connected to, changed by or caused by dimensions.
Correct, humans are not physically transforming into a different, materially altered physical
being.

